Your guide
to getting started
Website visitor tracking
£99 a month + VAT
No contract*

* 30 days’ notice to cancel at any time.
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Navigating
the dashboard

Dashboard
This is an overview of your account.
It shows you the following;
New Visits vs Returning Graph
Top 5 Keywords searched to get to your site
Last 5 days hit rate
New Visits vs Returning Graph

Visitors
This is the meat of the product. This is
where we collate all the details of each of
your visitors. The visits are ordered by latest
visit first and we will show you 10 visits per
page for the last 7 days as default.
If you want to see historical data, simply
change the date range in the filter to your
preferred range.

Reports
This is where you can set up and remove reports, the following reports are available.

• Real-Time Notifications • Scheduled Reports • Companies by Channel Report
• Companies by Search Term Report

Real-Time Notifications
This is a real time email alerting you that a visitor is on your website. This can be turned on or off easily by simply assigning or removing a user.

Scheduled Reports
We can send you a report showing the reporting fields of your choice in CSV format for you to analyse or upload to a CRM of your choice if you so wish.

Companies by Channel Report
This is a report that will show you the companies that have visited you from specific channels (or referrals). If you have recently done a Facebook advert,
you will be able to see all the businesses that have visited you from that channel.

Companies by Search Term Report
This is similar to the above, however, we will show you the companies that have written a specific search term
and found your site.

Settings
The settings tab has the following options:

• Tracking code • Users • Ignored Visitors • Categories • User

Tracking code
This is where your tracking code is located. If you haven’t placed it already then this is where you will find it.

Users
This is where you can add and manage users from your dashboard. Have a colleague that you want to be able to send automatic emails to?
Add them to the dashboard and then you can!

Ignored Visitors
If you see a visitor that you think is either an ISP or someone you just don’t want to see, add them to this list. In this page,
you can unignore a visitor if you have accidentally ignored someone you might be interested in.

Categories
We have set a default category up for you, but you may want to categorise visitors by your own rules.
From here you can manage those categories.

User
Here you can change the personal settings of your account, settings like password,
time zone and the file format of your download reports.

Setting up and removing reports
Real-time notifications

To add yourself to the real time email alert all you need to do is click:

Reports > Real-Time Notifications

Once you are here simply assign yourself to the report. If you are already assigned and you find that you are inundated with emails, then simply remove yourself
from the assigned user section (by clicking the ‘X’) and the emails will cease.

Scheduled reports
A scheduled report is a report which can be sent
to you whenever you want to show you the
information that you want to see. Don’t care too
much about the page they landed on?
No worries, just remove them from the
reporting section and that will not be shown.
Simply select the fields you want to see,
move them to report fields and away you go!

Creating trigger page filters
Adding a ‘trigger page’ filter
Real-Time Notifications
To create a trigger page all you need to do is click:

Triggers > Trigger Pages
This will take you to the Page Viewed filter page.
From here you need to enter a name for the trigger of the page you want to track. If you are interested in seeing
what companies click on Contact Us, simply name that trigger ‘Contact Us’ for example, then add the FULL URL
of the page and press SAVE CHANGES.

Creating triggers

To create a trigger all you need to do is click:

Triggers > Trigger Settings
Click ‘Add Trigger’, you will then be prompted by a pop-up
box with available trigger configurations.
You can specify the following criteria for each trigger:
• Report Type
•Visitor Type
•Trigger Conditions
• Recipients
Once you have specified your trigger settings click SAVE

Adding a category
Adding categories
To add a category all you need to do is click:

Settings > Categories
Locate the input box labelled ‘NEW CATEGORY NAME’ and insert the name of your new category.
Once you have specified the ‘NEW CATEGORY NAME’
click the ‘ADD CATEGORY’ button.
From this screen, you can see which companies are assigned to a category by click on the ‘GRAPH’ icon.
You can also delete a category by clicking on the ‘BIN’ icon.

Adding a user
Adding categories
To add a user all you need to do is click:

Settings > Users
Locate the input box labelled ‘EMAIL ADDRESS’ and insert the email address of the new user.
Once you have entered the email address you can specify the user’s role/privileges.
Administrator Read & Edit Read Only
Once you have completed this click the ‘INVITE’ button to send the invite to the new user.

What does a visitor look like?
Visitors page
In your visitor tab, you will see all the visitors to your site. You can see an overview of each companies visits by seeing that companies location, referral source, page
views and the duration of the visit. The overview table also allows you to complete bulk such as ignoring visitors and adding companies to a category.
If you click the show all button located at the top left of the table, this will also display ISP visits to your website.

Visitor detail explained
Inside a visitor
Click on the company name and you will be directed to their detail page. In here you will see their activity on your site and their contact details. From here you can see
what they were interested in before you make contact with them. You can also take several actions on the company, these include the following:
• Add Notes • Edit Company Details •Set Category •Download Report •Add as Hot Lead

